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 How long eruption will proceed?

 What is the frequency of eruptions?

 How deep source of mud located?

 How that mud volcano works – what is the 
trigger, how long and what way mud goes 
up?



 Java island located in active tectonic 
zone;

 LUSI is a mud volcano;

 Material for eruption comes from the 
depth throw the sediments and partly 
involve them



 Java Island is a part of Sunda subduction zone.
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Challengerella ?



 We should understand present situation under 
the surface – location of mud canal and 
position of mud layer.

 We should understand mechanism of mud 
eruption – what is the trigger, what pressure 
level needs for eruption.

 We should find mud layers from previous 
eruptions for calculating its frequency. 



BJP – 1 well 
(after Mazzini, 2007)

Position of Sand 
and Shale in the 
top part of well 
can be 
interpretated as 
results of 
previous 
eruptions.





Seismic station:
- Seismic station Delta-GEON 02 М

Sensor:
- Geophone СК1-П

Registration equipment:
- МГР-01

Mobile modem:
- SIEMENS TC65 Terminal

Satellite modem:
- GSP-1620 



Capacity
Frequency diapason
Number of information canals
Range of controlling on the channel strengthening
Size of flash disk 
Remote access to the data
Access possibility to the information
Type of data saving
Coordinate and time position
Calibration
Quantization frequency of entrance signal
Range of detecting frequencies

Temperature range
Power

22
0.1 - 240 Hz
3 canals SP + 1 additional canal
automaticly
512 Mb
Modem
Software “RSS 232”
continuous
GPS 
Rectangular impulse
31.25, 62.5, 125, 250, 500, 1000 time/s
0,1...7,5 Hz; 0,1...15 Hz; 0,1...30 Hz; 0,1...60 
Hz; 0,1...120 Hz; 0,1...240 Hz;
- 30 / +50С
Direct Current / 12V / 1.6 W (without sensor)



Basic characteristics:
Frequency range of the 
electromagnetic emission channel –
(1,3 - 500) kHz;
Frequency range of the signals 
accepted by the channel of acoustic 
emission - 500 Hz - 230 kHz;
Digitizing frequency of electromagnetic 
and acoustic emission in accepted 
signals gets out in the program menu 
in limits (609, 557, 504, 419, 360, 331, 
311, 238, и т.д. до 28) kHz;
Sensitivity of electromagnetic and 
acoustic emission channels is 60 
microvolt.

























Thank you for your 
attention!


